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For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and
information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
The popular guide to the project management body of knowledge, now fully updated Now in its
eighth edition, this comprehensive guide to project management has long been considered the
standard for both professionals and academics, with nearly 40,000 copies sold in the last three
editions! Well-known expert Robert Wysocki has added four chapters of new content based on
instructor feedback, enhancing the coverage of best-of-breed methods and tools for ensuring
project management success. With enriched case studies, accompanying exercises and
solutions on the companion website, and PowerPoint slides for all figures and tables, the book
is ideal for instructors and students as well as active project managers. Serves as a
comprehensive guide to project management for both educators and project management
professionals Updated to cover the new PMBOK® Sixth Edition Examines traditional, agile,
and extreme project management techniques; the Enterprise Project Management Model; and
Kanban and Scrumban methodologies Includes a companion website with exercises and
solutions and well as PowerPoint slides for all the figures and tables used Written by wellknown project management expert Robert Wysocki Effective Project Management, Eighth
Edition remains the comprehensive resource for project management practitioners, instructors,
and students. (PMBOK is a registered mark of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
First Published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Case Studies in Knowledge Management provides rich, case-based lessons learned from
several examples of actual applications of knowledge management in a variety of
organizational and global settings. A variety of KM issues are explored, including issues
associated with building a KMS, organizational culture and its effect on knowledge capture,
sharing, re-use, strategy, and implementation of KM initiatives and a KMS. The benefit of
focusing on case and action research is that this research provides an extensive and in-depth
background and analysis on the subjects, providing readers with greater insight into the issues
discussed.
Written on the back of first-hand experience this book provides a solid framework for managing
e-business projects. The book is primarily intended for current and prospective e-business
project managers who wish to share ideas, experiences, and best practices. Recent market
surveys indicate that many e-business projects fail due to project mismanagement. Various
project management techniques from the IT sector can be successfully applied to e-business
projects. This book shows which ones whilst also providing information on new techniques for
situations that are unique. Based on real-world experience, 99 key success factors are
discussed preparing the reader to manage e-business projects on time, on budget and to the
satisfaction of clients.
Why another book on software project management? For some time, the fields of project
management, computer science, and software development have been growing rapidly and
concurrently. Effective support for the enterprise demands the merging of these efforts into a
coordinated discipline, one that incorporates best practices from both systems development
and project management life cycles. Robert K. Wysocki creates that discipline in this book--a
ready reference for professionals and consultants as well as a textbook for students of
computer information systems and project management. By their very nature, software projects
defy a "one size fits all" approach. In these pages you will learn to apply best-practice
principles while maintaining the flexibility that's essential for successful software development.
Learn how to make the planning process fit the need * Understand how and why software
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development must be planned on a certainty-to-uncertainty continuum * Categorize your
projects on a four-quadrant model * Learn when to use each of the five SDPM
strategies--Linear, Incremental, Iterative, Adaptive, and Extreme * Explore the benefits of each
strategic model and what types of projects it supports best * Recognize the activities that go
into the Scoping, Planning, Launching, Monitoring/Controlling, and Closing phases of each
strategy * Apply this knowledge to the specific projects you manage * Get a clear picture of
where you are and how to get where you want to go
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle
with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition now contains
detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with
Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful
tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has
been updated to reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the Sixth
Edition, each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and
Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also
contain more emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project
management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the
essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a
resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice
guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides
practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice
guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of
collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.

This volume is the latest addition to the Cases on Information Technology Series, a
series which provides a collection of case studies focusing on IT implementation in
organizations. The cases included in Cases on Information Technology: Lessons
Learned, Volume 7 cover a variety of IT initiatives, including enterprise systems,
wireless technologies, rebuilding operating systems after destruction, and
implementation within non-profit organizations. Each case includes integral information
regarding organizations working with IT, including key individuals involved, intelligent
steps taken or perhaps overlooked, and the final project outcomes. This volume is
useful to IT managers and researchers, as it describes various scenarios of IT
implementation and also unfortunate downfalls. Using the real-life situations as
facilitators for classroom discussion, professors and students will benefit as well from
this collection of cases.
Executives in the most forward-thinking businesses are taking project management
beyond specific projects in manufacturing, product development, and IT, and adopting
its powerful methods company-wide. This book describes in detail the four key
functions, also known as the Four Pillars of the EPMO House of Excellence, that are
crucial to building an effective Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO).
This book guides readers through the broad field of generic and industry-specific
management system standards, as well as through the arsenal of tools that are needed
to effectively implement them. It covers a wide spectrum, from the classic standard ISO
9001 for quality management to standards for environmental safety, information
security, energy efficiency, business continuity, laboratory management, etc. A
dedicated chapter addresses international management standards for compliance, antiPage 2/10
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bribery and social responsibility management. In turn, a major portion of the book
focuses on relevant tools that students and practitioners need to be familiar with: 8D
reports, acceptance sampling, failure tree analysis, FMEA, control charts, correlation
analysis, designing experiments, estimating parameters and confidence intervals, event
tree analysis, HAZOP, Ishikawa diagrams, Monte Carlo simulation, regression analysis,
reliability theory, data sampling and surveys, testing hypotheses, and much more. An
overview of the necessary mathematical concepts is also provided to help readers
understand the technicalities of the tools discussed. A down-to-earth yet thorough
approach is employed throughout the book to help practitioners and management
students alike easily grasp the various topics.
Writing documentation is an integral part of any technical product development. A
significant amount of time is spent describing the product functionality, giving insights
into technical details, providing maintenance instructions, specifying marketing
information, writing user manuals, etc. As the creation of such documentation is
generally a source of higher production costs, many large companies are realising the
need to increase the efficiency of documentation handling. Simple documents
consisting of only a few pages can be developed on simple systems. Basic components
of such systems are an editor handling text and graphics, file storage, and a printer.
Such configurations, however, are not sufficient to handle professional documentation
as produced by larger companies. Detailed studies of technical documentation
requirements have revealed that in particular the following functionality is not usually
provided by such simple documentation systems: Technical documentation is often
very large; documents having hundreds or even thousands of pages are not
exceptional. Due to size and complexity, technical documentation is developed most
often by a team of authors. A system for technical documentation has to provide
functionality supporting the organisation of a group of authors. Technical documentation
usually consists of many different documents combined into one large documentation
for a particular product. The optimum organisation of the storage and retrieval of
documents is crucial for the performance and acceptability of the system. The
functionality offered by normal file systems is not adequate to organise complex
systems.
The 2009 edition of CIMA's Official Learning Systems has been written in conjunction
with the Examiner to fully reflect what could be tested in the exam. Fully revised and
now in 2 colour, paperback format the 2009 Learning Systems provide complete study
material for the May and November 2009 exams. This edition includes: * practice
questions throughout * complete revision section * topic summaries * recommended
reading articles from a range of journals * Q & A's CIMA Learning Systmes are the only
study materials endorsed and recomended by CIMA * The Official Learning Systems
are the only study materials endorsed by CIMA * Fully revised with new examples and
case studies * Written by the Examiner * Complete integrated package incorporating
syllabus guidance, full text, recommended articles, revision guides and extensive
question practice
With the majority of IT projects being delivered late, over budget, or cancelled
altogether, it is clear that traditional project management methodologies do not provide
an effective framework for today's IT projects. It is evident that a new Return-onInvestment (ROI) oriented approach is required that focuses on the ROI of a project fro
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Imagine the dynamics of an international engineering project such as this one: a U.S.
group designs, prototypes, and qualifies disk drive heads; wafers for the drive heads
are manufactured in the U.S. and sent to Malaysia for subassembly; a South Korean
firm assembles these components; the final product, a fully automated disk drive, is
completed in Japan. In addition to the global complexities of the project, there are a
host of issues in leading the project team spread across continents. Global Engineering
Project Management aligns real-world experiences in managing global projects with
practical project management principles. The author demonstrates how to anticipate
issues, covering everything from start-up planning and supply management to cost
containment, post-project evaluation and protecting intellectual property. He explores
technologies, virtual teams, traditions, economics, politics, and legal issues in the
context of international projects, as well as compares the differences with domestic
projects. He also highlights the complications of international bidding, the extra time
and effort needed for multi-national team formation and management, and often
overlooked project closure tasks. As the world goes global, engineering projects
increasingly involve multiple countries, each having unique politics, cultures, and
standards that all add layers of complexity to project management. These variables
multiply fast and consequently a project manager’s responsibilities multiply faster.
Examining these challenges from start to finish, the book provides practical advice on
how to navigate the issues unique to global engineering project management.

The book describes how to manage and successfully deliver large, complex, and
expensive systems that can be composed of millions of line of software code,
being developed by numerous groups throughout the globe, that interface with
many hardware items being developed by geographically dispersed companies,
where the system also includes people, policies, constraints, regulations, and a
myriad of other factors. It focuses on how to seamlessly integrate systems,
satisfy the customer’s requirements, and deliver within the budget and on time.
The guide is essentially a “shopping list” of all the activities that could be
conducted with tailoring guidelines to meet the needs of each project.
Project Management provides readers from different backgrounds with an
essential toolkit to develop their knowledge, starting from the first principles
progressing to a more complex understanding, with the help of an assortment of
case studies, practical examples and numerical worked examples.
"If you're looking for solid, easy-to-follow advice on estimation, requirements
gathering, managing change, and more, you can stop now: this is the book for
you."--Scott Berkun, Author of The Art of Project Management What makes
software projects succeed? It takes more than a good idea and a team of
talented programmers. A project manager needs to know how to guide the team
through the entire software project. There are common pitfalls that plague all
software projects and rookie mistakes that are made repeatedly--sometimes by
the same people! Avoiding these pitfalls is not hard, but it is not necessarily
intuitive. Luckily, there are tried and true techniques that can help any project
manager. In Applied Software Project Management, Andrew Stellman and
Jennifer Greene provide you with tools, techniques, and practices that you can
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use on your own projects right away. This book supplies you with the information
you need to diagnose your team's situation and presents practical advice to help
you achieve your goal of building better software. Topics include: Planning a
software project Helping a team estimate its workload Building a schedule
Gathering software requirements and creating use cases Improving programming
with refactoring, unit testing, and version control Managing an outsourced project
Testing software Jennifer Greene and Andrew Stellman have been building
software together since 1998. Andrew comes from a programming background
and has managed teams of requirements analysts, designers, and developers.
Jennifer has a testing background and has managed teams of architects,
developers, and testers. She has led multiple large-scale outsourced projects.
Between the two of them, they have managed every aspect of software
development. They have worked in a wide range of industries, including finance,
telecommunications, media, nonprofit, entertainment, natural-language
processing, science, and academia. For more information about them and this
book, visit stellman-greene.com
"This book gives a general coverage of learning management systems followed
by a comparative analysis of the particular LMS products, review of technologies
supporting different aspect of educational process, and, the best practices and
methodologies for LMS-supported course delivery"--Provided by publisher.
The Aerospace Project Management Handbook focuses on space systems,
exploring intricacies rarely seen in land-based projects. These range from
additional compliance requirements from Earned Value Management
requirements and regulations (ESA, NASA, FAA), to criticality and risk factors for
systems where repair is impossible. Aerospace project management has become
a pathway for success in harsh space environments, as the Handbook
demonstrates. With chapters written by experts, this comprehensive book offers
a step-by-step approach emphasizing the applied techniques and tools, and is a
prime resource for program managers, technical leads, systems engineers, and
principle payload leads.
Medical Devices and Regulations: Standards and Practices will shed light on the
importance of regulations and standards among all stakeholders, bioengineering
designers, biomaterial scientists and researchers to enable development of future
medical devices. Based on the authors’ practical experience, this book provides
a concise, practical guide on key issues and processes in developing new
medical devices to meet international regulatory requirements and standards.
Provides readers with a global perspective on medical device regulations
Concise and comprehensive information on how to design medical devices to
ensure they meet regulations and standards Includes a useful case study
demonstrating the design and approval process
Unlike the majority of construction project management textbooks out there,
Management of Construction Projects takes a distinctive approach by setting
itself in the context of a single and real-world construction project throughout and
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also by looking at construction project management from the constructor’s
perspective. This project-based learning approach emphasizes the skills,
knowledge, and techniques students require to become successful project
managers. This second edition uses a brand new, larger, and more challenging
case study to take students through key stages of the process, including:
contracts and subcontracting; estimating, scheduling, and planning; supply chain
and materials management; cost control, quality, and safety; project leadership
and ethics; and claims, disputes, and project close-outs. Also new to this edition
is coverage of emergent industry trends such as LEAN, LEED, and BIM. The
book contains essential features such as review questions, exercises, and
chapter summaries, while example plans, schedules, contracts, and other
documents are stored on a companion website. Written in straightforward
language from a constructor’s perspective, this textbook gives a realistic
overview and review of the roles of project managers and everything they need to
know in order to see a successful project through from start to finish.
Project Management The one-stop resource for project management
documentation and templates for all projects The success of any project is
crucially dependent on the documents produced for it. The Practical Guide to
Project Management Documentation provides a complete and reliable source of
explanations and examples for every possible project-related document-from the
proposal, business case, and project plan, to the status report and final postproject review. The Practical Guide to Project Management Documentation is
packed with material that slashes the time and effort expended on producing new
documents from scratch. Following the processes in the Project Management
Institute's PMBOK® Guide, this one-stop, full-service book also offers tips and
techniques for working with documents in each project process. Documentation
for several project/client scenarios is addressed, including internal and externally
contracted projects. A single project-the construction of a water theme park-is
used as the case study for all the document examples. An included CD-ROM
provides all the documents from the book as Microsoft Word(r) files. Readers can
use these as a framework to develop their own project documents. The Practical
Guide to Project Management Documentation is an unmatched reference for the
numerous documents essential to project managers in all industries. (PMBOK is
a registered mark of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Introduces, in simple text and photographs, the characteristics of some of the
animals and plants that can be found in the forest. Includes a chipmunk, box
turtle, fern, bull moose, moth, ermine, and white birch.
Although aviation is among the safest modes of transportation in the world today,
accidents still happen. In order to further reduce accidents and improve safety,
proactive approaches must be adopted by the aviation community. The
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has mandated that all of its
member states implement Safety Management System (SMS) programs in their
aviation industries. While some countries (the United States, Australia, Canada,
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members of the European Union and New Zealand, for example) have been
engaged in SMS for a few years, it is still non-existent in many other countries.
This unique and comprehensive book has been designed as a textbook for the
student of aviation safety, and as an invaluable reference tool for the SMS
practitioner in any segment of aviation. It discusses the quality management
underpinnings of SMS, the four components, risk management, reliability
engineering, SMS implementation, and the scientific rigor that must be designed
into proactive safety. The authors introduce a hypothetical airline-oriented safety
scenario at the beginning of the book and conclude it at the end, engaging the
reader and adding interest to the text. To enhance the practical application of the
material, the book also features numerous SMS in Practice commentaries by
some of the most respected names in aviation safety. In this second edition of
Safety Management Systems in Aviation, the authors have extensively updated
relevant sections to reflect developments since the original book of 2008. New
sections include: a brief history of FAA initiatives to establish SMS, data-driven
safety studies, developing a system description, SMS in a flight school, and
measuring SMS effectiveness.
The accessible, easy-to-follow guide that demystifies documentation
management When it comes to receiving documentation to confirm good
science, U.S. and international regulators place high demands on the healthcare
industry. As a result, companies developing and manufacturing therapeutic
products must implement a strategy that allows them to properly manage their
records and documents, since they must comply with rigorous standards and be
available for regulatory review or inspection at a moment’s notice. Written in a
user-friendly Q&A style for quick reference, Managing the Documentation Maze
provides answers to 750 questions the authors encounter frequently in their roles
as consultants and trainers. In simple terms, this handy guide breaks down the
key components that facilitate successful document management, and shows
why it needs to be a core discipline in the industry with information on:
Compliance with regulations in pharmaceutical, biological, and device record
keeping Electronic systems, hybrid systems, and the entire scope of
documentation that companies must manage How to write and edit documents
that meet regulatory compliance Making the transition to an electronic system,
including how to validate and document the process Anyone responsible for
managing documents in the health field will find this book to be a trusted partner
in unraveling the bureaucratic web of confusion, while it initiates a plan on how to
put an effective, lasting system in place—one that will stand up to any type of
scrutiny.
Project Management the Agile Way was written for experienced project
managers, architects and systems analysts who are comfortable in traditional
methods of project management but now need to learn about agile methods for
software projects and understand how to make agile work effectively in the
enterprise. The methodologies included under the agile umbrella go by many
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names such as Scrum, XP, Crystal and EVO, to name a few. Project managers
will gain practical day-to-day tips and advice on how to apply these practices to
mainstream projects and how to integrate these methods with other
methodologies used in the enterprise. Key Features: • Offers a review of most of
the popular agile and iterative methodologies for project management • Presents
practical tips and application advice for how to harmonize agile and iterative
methods with mainstream project processes • Describes how earned value can
work with non-traditional methods • Explains how to scale agile and iterative
methods for enterprise projects • Shows the means to contract and outsource
with agile and iterative methods • Provides guidance to build a business case
and track post-project benefits
Practical, authoritative, and the first comprehensive guide tomanaging every
phase of your publication project. The only bookdevoted exclusively to technical
publication project management,Managing Your Documentation Projects arms
you with provenstrategies and techniques for producing high-quality,
extremelyusable documentation, while cutting cost and time-to-market. Dr.JoAnn
T. Hackos, a top documentation design and project managementconsultant to
major corporations, including IBM andHewlett-Packard, shares with you the fruit
of her more than 15years of experience in the field. She gives you: * Clear-cut,
rational guidelines to managing every phase of theproject from planning and
development, through production,distribution, and project evaluation * Scores of
usable templates, checklists, summaries, andforms * Dozens of real-life case
studies and scenarios taken from theauthor's extensive experience at top
corporations * Techniques applicable to virtually all fields ofdocumentation
Managing Your Documentation Projects was designed to function as
acomprehensive guide for new managers and a daily tool of survivalfor veterans.
It is also an invaluable resource for technicalwriters, editors, graphic designers,
consultants, and anyone calledupon to produce high-quality technical
documentation on time andwithin budget. JOANN T. HACKOS, PhD, is President
of ComtechServices, Inc., an information/design firm in Denver, Colorado
andSan Jose, California. She is also president of JoAnn Hackos &Associates,
Inc., a strategic planning and management consultingfirm. In 1993, she served as
president of the Society for TechnicalCommunication (STC) and is a frequent
conference keynote speaker onsuch topics as quality and usability of products
and services, theimportance of meeting the needs of the customer, and
projectmanagement.
Behind the success of any construction project is the effective site management
of the works by the principal contracting organisation. Construction Management
provides a comprehensive introduction to the key management concepts,
principles and practices that contribute to project success. Up-to-date with the
latest developments in the field, and packed with examples and case study
material, this book is suitable for a range of students including: HNC/D and
undergraduates students on building, civil engineering, construction
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management, quantity surveying, building surveying and architecture courses. It
would also be a useful reference for postgraduates and young construction
professionals.
Smith, Currie & Hancock?s Federal Government Construction Contracts is the
Federal law companion to the bestselling guide to construction law for
non–lawyers. This book serves as an easy–to–understand guide to the practical
reality of federal laws, regulations and practices, and how AEC firms can use
them to their advantage by avoiding pitfalls and bidding successfully on projects.
Includes sample provisions from modern Federal Government construction
contracts.Clauses and regulations unique to various Federal agencies are
highlighted throughout Helpful "points to remember" summarize important
concepts at the end of each chapter, and useful checklists help in making use of
the concepts in practice Same plain–English coverage of construction law that
made Common Sense Construction Law a bestseller in three editions
The Practical Guide to Project Management DocumentationJohn Wiley & Sons
Your Complete Guide to Project Management Metrics is Here! Metrics for Project
Management: A Formalized Approach describes a comprehensive set of project
management metrics in an easy-to-read format. Through a unique presentation
of metrics through the categories of “things,” “people,” and “enterprise,” you'll
learn how metrics can: • Guide you toward informed decisions • Help the
enterprise recognize the sum of its collective capabilities • Ensure that plans for
producing and delivering products and services are consistently realistic,
achievable, and attainable • Link the efforts of individual team members with the
overall success of the project • Indirectly promote teamwork and improve team
morale
Software documentation forms the basis for all communication relating to a
software project. To be truly effective and usable, it should be based on what
needs to be known. Agile Documentation provides sound advice on how to
produce lean and lightweight software documentation. It will be welcomed by all
project team members who want to cut out the fat from this time consuming task.
Guidance given in pattern form, easily digested and cross-referenced, provides
solutions to common problems. Straightforward advice will help you to judge:
What details should be left in and what left out When communication face-to-face
would be better than paper or online How to adapt the documentation process to
the requirements of individual projects and build in change How to organise
documents and make them easily accessible When to use diagrams rather than
text How to choose the right tools and techniques How documentation impacts
the customer Better than offering pat answers or prescriptions, this book will help
you to understand the elements and processes that can be found repeatedly in
good project documentation and which can be shaped and designed to address
your individual circumstance. The author uses real-world examples and utilises
agile principles to provide an accessible, practical pattern-based guide which
shows how to produce necessary and high quality documentation.
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Introduction The changing business environment, of global operations, mergers,
decen tralization, increased competition, pressure on budgets etc. , has
contributed to a positive change in the workplace. As this change continues, we
must keep up to date and follow good standards, principles and practices. To
help, we present the 'Paradigm of Project Management', which is based on a
simple practical approach to managing projects. The method is flexible and may
be applied to any project, although in this book we concentrate on the devel
opment of systems. However, it also illustrates that the formation and
management of project teams are changing in line with technology. As Dr Tom
Peters says: 'Stability and predictability are gone forever . . . '. For example,
project teams may work from home (telework), using email and groupware along
'electronic highways'. Therefore, instead of going through a pyramid of people to
reach an executive, one can use the Internet, an intranet or an extranet and go
direct. Another change is represented by the transient teams and Get -it -Done
working approaches. An example of how a global project was managed is one in
which Malaysia's International Shipping Corporation (MISC) implemented
MISC*Net, a networking project to link online all of its shipping agents worldwide
to its HQ in Malaysia. Project management was a key component in the solution
prior to awarding the contract. IBM and MISC worked on the International Project
Management System.
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